Lacock Abbey, Village and Fox Talbot Museum - Wiltshire Eye 6 days ago. In the County of Wiltshire, Southern Cotswolds. 14 miles north-east of A major feature in Lacock is the Abbey that was founded in 1229 by Ela, Countess of Salisbury. Lacock Abbey is nestled in beautiful Wiltshire countryside Photo: This unspoilt village stands at the gates of Lacock Abbey, Fox Talbot Museum at Lacock Abbey England: Hours, Address. Lacock Abbey in the village of Lacock, Wiltshire, England, was founded in the early 13th century by Ela, Countess of Salisbury, as a nunnery of the Augustinian. BBC - Wiltshire - Villages - Harry Potter magic at Lacock. Lacock Abbey, Village and Fox Talbot Museum High Street, Lacock. Lacock Abbey and the history of Ela, Countess of Salisbury. Three exhibitions at Lacock Abbey with A&H group - RPS Wiltshire Community History - Wiltshire and Swindon Archives Looking for a hotel near Lacock Abbey and it's history. Complete with how to get here, reviews, contact details and National Trust Lacock Abbey - Facebook Historian David Ross looks at Lacock Abbey, Wiltshire. Lacock Abbey, Village and Fox Talbot Museum at Lacock Abbey England: Hours, Address. Lacock Abbey, Wiltshire Historic Wiltshire Guide - Britain Express TPOTY - Lacock Abbey - Travel Photographer of the Year Visit today for one of the best cheap days out in Wiltshire. Lacock Abbey lies between the towns of Melksham and Chippenham, one of the two manors in the parish the other became Lacock Abbey. Fox Talbot Museum at Lacock Abbey in Chippenham, Wiltshire, England, was founded in the early 13th century by Ela, Countess of Salisbury. Lacock Abbey. Lacock Abbey, Village and Fox Talbot Museum - Visit Wiltshire The village and parish of Lacock lies between the towns of Melksham and Chippenham, one of the two manors in the parish the other became Lacock Abbey. Lacock Abbey, Wiltshire Historic Wiltshire Guide - Britain Express TPOTY - Lacock Abbey - Travel Photographer of the Year Visit today for one of the best cheap days out in Wiltshire. Lacock Abbey & Village is a National Trust wood – find all the details you need on visitwoods.org.uk. Lacock Abbey England: Hours, Address, Tickets & Tours, Point of. 'Lacock is important on three counts: Lacock Abbey is one of the most complete examples of a medieval Abbey to be found anywhere in the United Kingdom. Inside Lacock Abbey, Wiltshire. - YouTube National Trust Lacock Abbey - Travel Photographer of the Year TPOTY first touring. Set in rural Wiltshire, England, Lacock village is famous for its picturesque